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INT. NEWSPAPER HQ - PRINTING ROOM- DAY.1 1

DOMINIC PULP (LATE 20s) operates a press machine, making *
adjustments to ink levels. His workstation is littered with *
paper stick figures, and his hands protected by work gloves.

He stops working, looking around the factory floor. Three 
others have their faces buried in their work.

Dominic grabs a fresh newspaper, staring at the headline, 
then the accompanying photo. Slowly, he pulls out a sharpie, 
and draws a smiley face over the saddest person in the photo.

CUT TO:

INT. NEWSPAPER HQ - BOSS’ OFFICE - DAY.2 2 *

Dominic enters a decent looking office.

THE BOSS (30s) yells at Dominic. He throws a newspaper in his *
face, and Dominic lowers his head in shame. The Boss gestures *
to many more he has on his desk; each front page has faces 
drawn over the photos. 

He points to Dominic’s hands, prodding and yelling at 
Dominic. Slowly, Dominic removes his gloves, revealing that 
his skin is made of paper.

INT. NEWSPAPER HQ - HALLWAY - DAY.2A 2A

Dominic exits the office, box of supplies in hand, and a CO-
WORKER (20s) bumps into him. The contents scatter, including 
a scrapbook chock-full of stick figures and drawings. Dominic *
picks them up in silence. The co-worker helps, picking up the *
scrapbook. 

She flips through it, finding a drawing of a stick figure 
child. Dominic grabs it from her, tosses it into the box, and 
stares at her with a look of betrayal.

OMITTED3 3

EXT. PARK - DAY.4 4

Dominic ventures through a park, holding his box close. He 
sets it down, and takes a good, long look at his gloves. He 
rubs the cheeks of his mask.



MCU on feet. We pan-up as Dominic removes his gloves and 
mask, revealing further evidence of his papery origins.

He looks up, and sees a mother and child walking together. *
The child wears a paper mask, a smile drawn on in sharpie. *
Dominic, too, smiles. *

INT. APARTMENT BUILDING - DAY.5 5

Dominic enters, setting his very real coat on the coat rack. *

He settles down on his sofa, grabs a remote, and switches on 
the television. A totally rad band plays a jumpin’, jivin’ *
tune through the ol’ radiation tube. *

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT BUILDING - NIGHT.6 6

Dominic works on a paper village. He rips some paper from a *
scrapbook into little pieces, and drops it onto the scene 
he’s created, emulating snow. He is focused on a single, *
plastic figure in the middle of it all. *

He picks up his scrapbook, and pauses on a page of a stick *
figure child. Turning back to the village, removes the *
plastic figure, and replaces it with a paper figure he used *
as a page-mark in his scrapbook. *

He goes to the coat rack, grabs his coat, and turns back to *
the window. He tosses the jacket, watching it float down to *
the street. *

OMITTED7 7 *

OMITTED8 8

OMITTED9 9

MONTAGE. CITY- DAY.10 10

He walks past several people in the streets, strutting around 
in his true form; paper man. They stare on in shock. *

He visits a cartoonist, and presents his paper body. The *
cartoonist waves him off. He exits the office. *
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Dominic now visits a photographer, who doesn’t even look away 
from his camera’s viewfinder. Dominic, again, abandons ship. *

Now, a painter. The painter, a French guy, chuckles and 
tickles his hairy chin. He crumples a sheet of paper in his *
hand as Dominic leaves, gulping. *

OMITTED11 11 *

EXT. APARTMENT BUILDING - DAY.12 12

The woman co-worker from the office walks up to the *
apartment, holding a manilla envelope. She reaches for the *
door, but it opens just in time. Dominic emerges. *

She smiles, hands him the envelope, and leaves. Curious, he *
opens it up. *

EXT. LAKESHORE - DAY.13 13 *

Dominic relaxes amongst some lakeshore rocks. He has the *
empty envelope at his side, and a fresh newspaper in his *
hands. *

The headline article reads “PAPER NIGHTMARE”. The picture is *
of Dominic’s true self, roaming amongst the town’s folk. He *
uses a sharpie, and draws smiley faces over each of them. He *
takes a final look at his work, and now content, tosses it *
into the lake. *
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